
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fuelbreak Slashing 
SPRING / SUMMER / AUTUMN  

Mowing vs Slashing 

Slashing is different from normal mowing that you may 

see in some of our parks. It is a broad scale cutting of 

grass and vegetation using a tractor. Slashing occurs 

once or twice a year after the spring growth.  

Mowing is similar to cutting the grass on a football oval. 

It’s done regularly to keep the grass short and suitable 

for recreational use all year round. 

Slashing to reduce the fire risk 

Slashing is an important part of a parks overall fire 

management.  The aim is to reduce grass and 

vegetation on fuelbreaks and also cut large areas of 

long grass to reduce the potential fire intensity.   

Fuelbreaks (see image) are long narrow areas between 

five and fifty metres wide where the vegetation is 

reduced to slow down a bushfire.  They will not stop a 

fire but provide a buffer for nearby homes and access 

for firefighters. 

Slashing is used to reduce the risk of fire but cutting the 

grass will not eliminate the risk. 

 

When does the slashing occur? 

Slashing is undertaken to reduce the potential intensity 

of a fire in grassed areas prior to the bushfire season. 

When the grass is green it doesn’t burn easily.  Slashing 

is completed after spring each year - just after the grass 

has seeded, dried out (or ‘cured’) and has slowed down 

in its growth cycle.   

If an area is slashed too early, the grass will continue to 

grow and become a hazard as the summer continues.  

Sometimes a second cut is required in years when 

there is a lot of rain and grass growth is high. 

Why is slashing delayed? 

We will delay slashing until the grass dries out. Green 

grass bends when the slasher drives over the top and 

isn’t cut.   

The ground also has to be dry enough to support the 

weight of the tractor without getting stuck in the soft 

ground. 

When is the fuelbreak near me going to be 

slashed? 

Local Parks Victoria staff plan and manage the slashing 

program. Contact the Parks Victoria Information Centre 

on 13 1963 to be put through to your local park office. 

Further information 

Contact the Parks Victoria Information Centre on 13 1963 to be put through to your local park office. 

For information about future planned fuelbreaks or burns visit www.dse.vic.gov.au 

Information Sheet 

With the high level of recent rainfall, our parks are refreshed and bursting with spring growth.  

As part of each park’s yearly fire preparations, Parks Victoria is currently undertaking the slashing 

program to reduce the risk of fire to neighbouring communities. 

A fuelbreak in the Dandenong Ranges National Park 

A slasher cutting the grass on a fuelbreak 


